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Changes coming January 17, 2023
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TOPIC AREA QUESTION ANSWER

EDI

Does anything change for EDI?
NO. EDI guidelines and requirements stay the same. There will be 

no change in how you send and receive EDI data.

We currently are sending ASNs with retail; will we 

need to send in Cost?
NO. No change to how you send ASNs.

Will there be any safeguards in place to prevent 

delays in receiving EDIs during the transition?

YES. There is a detailed transition plan in place, and our 

technology team will be closely monitoring EDI transmissions post 

go live.

Product Data 

upload

Is there any impact on catalog 832, we currently 

extend the retail price today?
NO. Continue to provide list cost.

For the catalog uploading (Open Text) process, 

is there any change in what cost we upload?
NO. Continue to provide list cost.

Purchase 

Order

Does anything change on the purchase order? NO. The EDI purchase order stays the same as today.

Does anything change on the supplier send 

copy?

YES. The supplier send copy will now include the supplier payment 

currency, and some fields have been renamed Ex: 'Cost' is now 

'List Cost'.

Will there be any change in how suppliers will see 

if there is a purchase order discount applied?

NO. Nordstrom will be capturing the reason code for the discount 

which will be captured in Nordstrom systems only.

Dropship What are the impacts to dropship?
Suppliers provide list cost upfront in NuOrder or the IIF. There is 

no change to drop ship operations or DSCO.
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TOPIC AREA QUESTION ANSWER

Marketing
Is there any change on how marketing funds are 

collected?
NO.

Supplier 

Compliance

Are there any changes to supplier compliance 

expectations and chargebacks?
NO.

Providing list 

cost upfront

What does list cost consist of?
List cost is the cost you are offering the product for in the 

marketplace before any Nordstrom discounts are applied.

When do we need to start providing list cost if this is 

a change for us?

Begin providing list cost for market appointments, product selection 

and buys due after January 17th. 

We currently provide the cost including Nordstrom 

specific discounts, does this change?

YES. You will provide list cost instead of the cost including the 

Nordstrom discounts.

Do we continue to provide MSRP? YES.

Does list cost need to be loaded if we are using 

NuOrder?
YES. The list cost will need to be loaded into NuOrder.

Does the list cost we load into Open Text change? NO. You will continue to upload list cost.

Will we still be able to utilize IIF forms instead of 

NuOrder to setup our costs?

YES. While NuOrder is the preferred method, if you aren’t using 

NuOrder currently you will continue to utilize the IIF.

As a drop shipper, we provide a specific line sheet 

with list cost and the apply a bulk discount at time of 

invoice; does this change?

NO. You would continue to provide list costs on the line sheet and 

still be able to apply a bulk discount at time of invoice.
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TOPIC AREA QUESTION ANSWER

Multiple Cost for 

the same item

Are suppliers expected to be able to accommodate 

multiple costs in our systems?

If you are offering multiple costs for the same item, you need the 

ability to accept and invoice multiple costs for the same item.

Can you give us an example of when we would 

have multiple costs per item?

Nordstrom bought an item, and at the end of season Nordstrom Rack 

buys a closeout offer for the same item. Another example is 

Nordstrom fulfills customer orders with both wholesale owned 

inventory and dropship. Nordstrom systems can accommodate 

different costs for the same item by market, banner, and fulfillment 

type.

Why is having the ability to accommodate multiple 

costs for the same item an advantage?

This new functionality provides Nordstrom more flexibility on item 

costing for product that crosses banners, and if we are using multiple 

fulfillment methods for the same item.

Payment Term 

Discount / 

Supplier Level 

Discount

Are payment term discounts included in the final 

negotiated item cost today?

NO. Payment term discounts are applied at time of invoice and are 

accounted for as part of supplier profitability, not item.

Currently we can only have one cost in our 

systems, list cost. We give Nordstrom our discount 

on the back end at time of invoice. Would we 

benefit from shifting to a supplier level discount?

YES. Supplier level discounts will be systematically applied to the 

item cost at time of item setup, and therefore will be part of the item 

IMU% and product margin calculation. Payment term discounts are 

applied at time of invoice and are accounted for in supplier 

profitability, not item.

Will shifting from a payment terms discount to a 

supplier level discount impact when we are paid?

NO. Accounts payable does not prioritize payment of invoices that 

have payment term discounts. Invoices are prioritized based on the 

term (e.g., Net 45).



Cutover
When these change go into effect

Dec 2022
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When these Changes go into effect
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January 17th, 2023

• January 13th – 16th: no new uploads to NuOrder or IIF submissions during cutover weekend

• Jan 13th – 18th: you will not receive any EDI Purchase Orders during cutover

• Buys due prior to January 13th: Continue with your current process

• Buys due after January 17th:  Provide list cost, and list cost currency in NuOrder or the IIF

• What about existing items and existing orders? No updates required 

• What about work in progress prior to January 14th to prep for a buy due after January 17th?  No action 

required at this time.  More details will be shared early January. 


